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Aumni Capitolize SUpport
by Melissa A. Green
news editor

FACES OF DEATH ... Lori Moore and friends protest the war in costumes representing dead soldiers due to the
fighting in the Middle East. (photo by Max Montgomery)

StopT'he War:

The 60's Are Revived InRally
by Max Montgomery
associate news editor

.. .
. .
..
. .
cntlclzed the teleVISion media saymg that WI thm less than 24 hours
of the outbreak of war, all four major networks had excellent
computer graphics and one had a soundtrack saying "America At
War."
"Is this a war or a mini -series?" said Holtzman.
Lew Moye, auto worker and PreSLdent of the Coalition of Black
Trade Unions, led the audience in a chant then spoke from the
African-American point of view. Moye later said that the Coalition
of Black Trade Unions believes that the U.S . went to war due to
national chauvinism and racism.
'There is a feeling that the Iraqi people are less, their lives don't
mean as much as ours, and there is no hesitation about going in and
dropping bombs - that is something we have to get away from,"
Moye said.
In the middle of the speeches, one St. Louis University student

The St. Louis Student Forum for Peace, an organization Qf St.
Louis college students against the war in the Middle East, sponsored a rally and march Saturday, Jan. 26.
Despite the cold weather over 1000 people filled the quadrangle
area at St. Louis University to protest the war and to speak out
against the fighting and deaths of the U.S. and foreign troops.
The participants and organizers of the rally are asking President
Bush to cease all preparations for a ground assault on Kuwait or
Iraq, halt U.S. air attacks on Iraq and Kuwait, and enternegotiations
for the withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait as well as the
withdrawal of U.S. forces from the Middle East.
The rally began with opening remarks from JeffBecan, ajunior
at St. Louis University and member of the Student Forum for
Peace. Afterwards, Webster Universi ty professor, Linda Holtzman

See RALL Y, page 7

The Alumni Alliance sponsored
the 17th annual Legislative Day in
Jefferson City on Tuesday, Jan. 29w
lobby state officials for better legislation for higher education.
Of the four universities, UM-St.
Louis provided approximately 45
members of UM-St. Louis faculty,
staff, alumni afld students to have a
chance to talk about concerns for
higher education in Missouri.
A major education issue is the
Senate Bill 353, proposed by James
Mathewson,SenatePresidentProTem
of the 86th Senate.
In this bill, Mathewson proposes
to raise income tax by $490 million
dollars in support of public higher
education in Missouri. Approximately
60 percent of the money, $294 million, will be allocated to colleges and
universities. Elementary and secondary funding will receive an increase
of $I n million, another 35 percent.
The last 5 percent of the money, $24
million, will be pl aced in a Job
Training and Development Fund.
Mathewson discussed the proposed bi ll at a luncheon sponsored by
the Alumni Alliance.
After lunch, the group went to the
Capitol and visited local congressmen on education related issues.
The day ended with a reception
hosted by the Alliance for the Congressmen and members of the Alliance group from the respective cam puses.
The 17th Legislative Day was the
largest ever to support the need for
fundin g for hi gher educa tion. Llurie
Wilhite, coordinator of Alumni Relations, coordi nated UM-St. Louis'
participation in the day's events.
The day began at 8:30 a.m. when
Kathy Osbom , director of Alumni
and Constituent Relations, Betty
VanUum, special assistant to the
chancellor in Public Affairs and Interim Chancellor Blanche Touhill all

UMSL Prepares For A Smoke Free Campus
by Robin Mayo
current staff
Those who smoke at U1vl-St. Louis
can no longer buy cigarettes in the
University Center candy store or any
vending machines across campus. The
ban on cigarette sales has been in
effect since J an.l of this year.
UM-St. Louis tentatively plans to
be completely smoke free as of June
1, 1991. Other UM campuses have
already initiated the no smoking

policy, even though UM-St. Louis
was the rust to pass the policy in the
Senate.
The Board of Curators met in Columbia for a two-day meeting on October 18-19,1990, and made the decision "that the sale of tobacco by the
University of Missouri system of any
of its units be discontinued effective
January 1, 1991, where soon thereafter with any existing contract with the
vendors allowed, that the four cam pus
chancelJor's and the two UM vice

presidents,no later than May, 1, 1991,
provide a plan to ban smoking in all
non-residential university buildings,
except where limited designated
smoking areas arc authorized, and to
designate in the authorized smoking
areas served appropriate in any other
university buildings, and that the
university and its campuses conduct
health education programs, and offer
other assistance, such as counseling
to discourage the use of tobacco prod-

ucts".
One UM-St. Louis facuIty member said the policy seems to mean that
there should be designated smoking
areas on our campus.
The recirculating ventilation system on campus, would put the smoke
right back into the air, so designated
smoking areas on campus would not
correct the problem.
"We cannot guarantee isolation,"
said James L. Hickerson, Environ-

See SMOKE FREE, page 10

Poly Sci Forum Discusses Effects of War
win the war and who will win the
peace?" sponsored by the Political
Science Academy on Fri., Jan . 25, in
UM-St. Louis got a first hand look the J.C. Penney Building.
The panelists included Clayton
at some of the social, political and
economic ramifications of the war in Mudd of the U.S. State Department;
the Persian Gulf during a forum called . Mustapha Pasha, a professor of politi"Operation Desert Storm: Who will cal science at Webster University;

by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

Miranda Duncan of the Leitz Peace
Research Laboratory and the UM-St.
Louis Dispute Resolution; Ray
Bowen, an instructor of economics at
UM-St. Louis; Linda Kowalcky, instructor of political sc ienceat UM-St.
Louis and Martin Rochester, associate professor of political science at
UM-St. Louis, who acted as moderalOr.
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Each panelist presented a different
aspect of the war and the effects it
could have on U.S. and Middle East
economics and domestic affairs. Several of the panelists had suggestions
for peace negotiations and discussed
what could have been done to prevent
the war. However, no viable conclusion was reached as to what the best

approach would beat this point. After
the discussion, the panelists fielded
questions from an audience of approximately 125 people.
John Kalinowski, Secretary/Treasurer for the Political Science Academy and organizer of the event, said
the reason for the forum was to arouse
awareness on campus about the war.
"Local poJi tical science groups should
write to the state and sponsor events,"
Kalinowski said. "s ince we are at war
we have to support the troops and go
afterthis guy (Hussein) with full force .'
and try to end thisas soon as possible." ",',:".,1=Pasha, who is a member of the
political science faculty of Webster
Univeristy, offered an Islamic view of

See FORUM, page 10

--

addressed the group.
During lunch, C. Peter McGrath
addressed the group and presented
special awards to mem bers of the UM
campuses for support of higher education.
William Bonskowski, manager of
finan cial analysis group for the Public Finance Department of A. G.
Edwards & Sons, was nominated for

"The group works
better as a whole than
as individuals. "
-Laurie Wilhite
a campus service award. In
Bonskowski's absence, McGrath
presented the award to Anath Boone,
a memberofthe UM-St. Lou is Alumni
Assoc iation Board, and Educational
Director of Sl. Louis Public Schools.
Bonskowski, a 1983 UM-St. Louis
graduate with a master's in business
administration, serves on the executive committee of the UM-St. Louis
Partnerships for Progress Advisory
Board . He was also named the School
of Business Administration Alumni
Association 1990 Vol unteer of the
Year.
The Alumni Alliance Association
is the union of all the Alumni Associations from the four campuses,
working together for a bettcr system.
It assists President McGrath in advocating support for the UM system
from state legislators.
Each campus selects eight members to serve in the Alliance. UM-SI..
Louis representatives include Sterling
Adams, Steve Bardon, Joan Kelly
Hom, Tom Mayer, Bebe Schaffer,
John Shear, Larry Wines, and Ralph
Wisemlln.
The Alliance is supported by the
Alumni Associations of the four
campuses. The UM-St. Louis Alumni
Association chapter has grown 400
percent in the last five years.
"The group works betterasawhole
than as individu als," Wilhite said.
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THURSDAY, JAN. 31
LUNCHEON: The Chancellor's Luncheon Series will feature pianist,
Sharon Tash from 12 p.m. 10 1 :30 p.m. in the Summit Lounge.
GYNECOLOGICAL CARE: The Women's Center will discuss the
importance of gynecological care with Mary Middendort of Barnes
Health Education. She will present current guidelines for women's
health examinations from 12:30-1 :30 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEB . 1
AFRICAN AMERI CAN HISTORY MON TH: UM-SI. Louis and the
National Association of Blacks Within Government will present a
noon and a 7:3'" p.m . program, "Educating America: Black Universities and Colleges-Strength and Crises, "Feb. 1 in the J.C. Penney
Auditorium in honoraf African American History Month. T.V. celebrities
featured will be Sharon Stevens of Channel 2 at noon and Robin
Smith of Channel 4 at 7:30 p.m.

National marketi ng firm seeks mature student to manage on-campus
promotions for top companies this
school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2,500 per semester. Must be organized,
hardworking and money motivated .
Call Lena at (800) 592-2121, ext.
115

HELP WANTED
Nanny/Live in
Mature 19 year old seeking position as Nanny. Experienced with
children and Elderly. Call Jeanette
at 946-1437
Part time Computer Lab Assistant
day and evening hours. Three locations, campus, West Coun ty
and Chesterfield. Great way to
gain morl'l PC e)(parie nca. Prefer
IBM background. For an applic •
tion comll to 545 Luc as. Ask fo r
Kathy Wahers.

BOOK BASH: The Friends of UM-Bt. Louiswill sponsor a "Let's Make
Noise in the Library" friend-raiserlfund-raiser at 8:00 p.m. at the
Thomas Jefferson Library. Ticket prices range from $40-$100. For
more information call 553-5818.

YOUR DREAM JOBS NOWI
100's of addressltel. #s of JOBS
OPEN IN PARADISE, Callf/FlalNatl.
Pks/Cn.liselRaft lng, for Spring/sum·
mer HAVE A PAID VACATION.
CALL 1·900·226· 2644 $3/mln.

F
A
S
T
FU N DRAISING
P R OGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Eam up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meetings for Alcoholics Anonymous
will be held Tuesdays at 10 a.m. in 313 Clark Hall and Wednesdays
at 1 :30 p.m. in 202 Lucas Hall.

A "BASS"IC EVENT: Bass Laurence Albert will pertorm at 4 p.m. at
The Sheldon Concert Hall on 3648 Washington. This event is part of
UM-St. Louis 1990-91 Premiere Performances chamber music and
dance season.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 6
THE PATH AND RECOVERY OF CO-DEPENDENCY: From noon to
1p.m. Dr. Alice Aslin will present an exploration of the dynamics of codependency and the paths to recovery. The presentation will be held
at the Women's Center in room 211-212 Clark Hall.

MONDAY, FEB. 4
CAREERS: A seminar on how to use career placement services in
room 308 Woods Hall at 1 p.m.

,

NEED EXTRA INCOME
III" FOR 1991?

"'I

Eain $500 . $1 000 weetIy 1Mi1g ~ For dUll
. RusI1 $1.00 witIl SASE 10: OIH Group Inc.

FOR RENT
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U
repair). Delinquent tax property, Re·
possessions. Your area (1) 8OS·687·
6000 Ext. GH·2166 for current repo
list.
Move In Specials Park Glen Echo
Townhouse 10 minutes from UMSL
1 BR, NC, Appliances, modestly fur·
nished 2550 Lucas and Hunt Rd.
Call 385-0728

a chance at $5000 more!
investment needed. Call

1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Flynn, Mary Jackson, Tony Marshall,
Krista Ogle, Lori Powell, Kraig
Schitzmeier, Sanjay Shastri, Shauna
Swiener, and Traci Wright.

Professional $60
Call or Write for Free Information:
COLLEGE RESEARCH SERVICE
10841 Tesson Ferry Road
st. Louis, MO 63123
849-2018

Dearest Muffy, I can't guarantee our
get away. The Polo ponies are calling and daddie says the South of
France is just "preesssh." Sorry I
can't go. Niemans has a sale, I'll fax
you my goldcard number. Lots of air
kisses, Chipster

~

1019 Lk. Sherwood • 0r1arda, FLJ2818

'\"

MISCELLANEOUS

This program works! No

Part time Receptionist for West
County location. Must be available
4:30 - 8:00 p.m. Monday - Thursday. For an application come to

TUESDAY, FEB. 5

SUNDAY, FEB. 3

GET

The Old Spaghetti Factory is look·
ing for energetic, hardworking, and
dynamic individuals to joi n our
restaurant staff. We are looking
for bus, kitchen, host, wait, and
bar personnel. Please call or co me
down Monday through Friday, 1-3
or make an appointment. We are
located in Historic Laclede's
Landing at 727 North First. Call
621-0276.

FIGHTING BACK: Beginning Monday Feb. 4, The Women's Center
will offer a self-defense course to help prevent rape. The course will
continue on Mondays from 10-11 a.m. for the next eight weeks with
a week out for Spring Break. The fee will be $35.00 forthe eight week
course. To sign up or to get more details, call 553-5380

SATURDAY, FEB. 2

WE FIND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
YOU
7 sources guaranteed. Personal and

Learn to fly and have a really fu n time
doing it. This might prove to be the
most interesting and exciting learn·
ing you may ever undertake. I'm a
commercial pilot and 'light Instructor.
I offlr U,M,S,L, .tudlnts a really
good dl.counl. Call m. for some fr••
Information or schedul. a firstlllght.
Steve Christiansen 441·6666,

Blrdy·T, How's my drink In' buddy? I
miss our excuraslona to Westport.
It's been too long slnc. our last
drunkln' blast.Have you forgotten
about me? You know I haven't
forgotten you baby. See ya
around.Your one and only

Foundl One man's watch on walk·
way between Clark Hall and Garage
D and E. Call 432·7310.

Hey all you boneheads at the Current. Just because I'm not around
doesn't mean I'm dead. Let your
fingers dothe walking. Call me! Miss
you guys lots The Luv Muffin.

PERSONALS
Come see your friends take the challenge of College Bowl. Show support
for your favorite team. Be there Feb.
2 in the Science Complex. Starting
time is 1:00. Presented by UPB!UCtr.
Congratulations to Delta Sig's who
have December, January, and Feb-

Dear Felicity, Congratulations on
your pregnancy. Who's the unlucky
guy? Name it after me. Much love
Bee.

..........;:::::::::====:=======================~~..........__~r~u~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

Do you like to have pictures taken of
YOU? If you do call Nicole because

I need models for my portfollio!!!! I
can usually be reached at 553-5174.
Valentine's Day is just around the
corner. Why not let the Current help
you express your feelings. Put a
classified in to your loved one. It's
easy, it's fun, and best of all it's free .
The boxes are located in U-Center
and in Lucas Hall.
Dear author of thought po.m, I can1
run your poem without your name,
Signed the Id~or, P.S, Why don't
you subm~ It to the lit mag?
Laura, You stili have not given me
an answer from my question on
Sunday, Is ~ yes or no?
Dear Poops ie, I'm glad to hear the
rabbit lived. We'll have to be more
careful. Your Stud Muffin, Teddie
Skippy, Let me know about you and
Libby. Good luck with you two. Tell
Kay I said hi. Skipper
Send a note to your friends in the
Middle East. Just place a classified
in the Current to them and they will
receive it. The boxes are located in
U-Center and Lucas Hall or just drop
. by 1 BMOB

.....~~~::::::~::~::::___
.~
n· ~~~~nn~9~C~u~r~r9~n~tOff~~~ ,

II '

Discover Kinko's,
wh ere a good Mac
is easy to find.

Introducing

Family Planning Inc.
Womca's HeaJth C~rt Cliuic
lIS Two CODvel1ieut LocatiollS

W Woodson Rcoo
St. LoWi. MO 631 34

Learn how to use many popular
Macintosh~ programs at your
~I---I
own pac~ using our tutorials.
Pagemaker 3.0 and Microsoft
Word 4.0 are both available for
your use. Please call ~ ~
for your reservation.' A~ ~~~~_"",

4274 331

5621 Delmar,Suite 108
St. Lows, MO 63112

:>61·2880

*

Sel1'ices Offered
Birth Control & FamiJy

PIann.IDi Information
'"

Affordable ~n'ices

•
,..

Medie<aid Acc~pted
COIl"~nint EvtDwl: and

...

Saturday H OUr!
Low C~t Pre· Slcrilin tioa
EduclAtion & EXlilm

Call For An Appointment

409 Social Sciences
Building
(Writing Lab)

Hardware:
Apple Macintosh SE

r --------L~ ;$ftttt~~
I
I

f-ol
l One Hour Macintoshtutorlal computer time. I
h 'utOIial is cassette training along with practice exerciseS. One I
I free hour of computer rental time while using the tutortal. I
I
Not valid with any other olTer. Expires 2/15/91.
I
II
I

Open 7 days

524-7549
8434 Florissant Road

Hardware:
Apple Macintosh SE

~--'

FREE

k.-n'.'o".
ft •

th

Thomas Jefferson
Library

Hours of Operation:
Mon-Thurs 1O:ooa.m. to 1O:00p.m.
Friday
1O:ooa.m. to 6:00p.m.
Saturday l:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.
Sunday
1:OOp.m. to 9:00p.m

II
I

Education Library
(South Campus)

L !=~!~~~~ _____ :~~~~_~

·1 'm Here
When You Need Me

Hours of Operation:
Same as the Library

MAKE USE OF
THE STUDENT
COMPUTER
LABS. THEy'RE
YOURS

Hardware:
Apple Macintosh SE

Hours of Operation:
Same as the Library

CIRRUS.

The Automatic Teller

Hardware:
IBM PS/2 Model 55SX
Hewlet Packard LaserJet III

Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center Or call us at 383·
5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used at the maehine in University Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

Ilmmamil; BanA

AT&T X -window tenninals

Hardware:
IBM PS/2 Model 55SX

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

383-5555

IBM ProPrinter

Hours of OPeration:
Mon-Thurs 8:00a.m. to IO:OOp.m

Hours of OPeration:
Mon-Thurs 8:00a.m. to !0:00p.m
Friday
.8:00a.m. to 6:00p.m.
9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Saturday
Sunday
l:OOp.m. to lO:OOp.m.

For more information, contact Diane Menne, Ext. 6036 ....

Member FDIC'
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Bill Sheds Light On
Educational Needs

-- --

-----

Senator Matthewson couldn't have more been right
when he said that reforms can't happen tomorrow or
the next day or the day after. Higher education
reforms have to happen now. He dubbed his bill "The
Economic Survival Act ofl991."
Senate Bill 353 is a $400 million increase of income
taxes to support public education from kindergarten
through college into the 21st century. The extra
money would go towards everything from raises to
grants to minority recruitment to research to improving physial structures (maybe UMSL would get new
parking garages).
Compared to the rest of the nation, statistics show
Missouri's sad state of affairs when it comes to
teacher's salaries and exam scores. There is no
coincidence between statistics and that Missouri is
one of the lowest spenders of money on education.
Because of this, no senator or representative
would dare not to support the bill. However, they
might try to butcher it until it doesn't achieve the
needed results.The bill has to compete with the
stadium bill for tax payers dollars. While the stadium
would provide jobs for the state, the jobs would be
seasonal and low income . . But education is a long
term investment that will build stronger economical ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _____________________...J
state.

hi:~ :~;a;~~~~:~:\~!~o~~~l:t ~~v~o:;~~~ II ·n:·E1:::[ ERS

ignored the people who would be most affected by it students. College students can make a strong voting
block if they choose to take an active interest in this
bill.
Missourians have had it easy compared with what To fhe editor;
other states pay for proper education. Money needs
I detest people who rudely
to be invested in the education of our future leaders, criticize others for smoking.
business men or women to support the economiC
Since I am a smoker, J feel this
growth of our country.
is my business. I am well aware
Write your state senator or representative to tell that it is a dirty, expensive habit,
him or her just how you feel about the state of our but it's not entirely my fault. I was
raised in a society and an era that
educational needs.
nQt.2Jllycondo!l~!tcjg~ .:.;~. ;;~;...:, . •

:·l I()HlI Ii E.·. ED 11I() R·

Smoking Blamed On Earlier Society

;;;o}9ng, btrt~ncouraged and .
glamorized it, often using movie

·=LETTERS POLICY
The Current welcomes lettters to the editor. The writer's
student number and phone number must accompany all leiters.
Non-students must also include their phone numbers . Leiters
should be no longer than two typed, double-spaced pages.
No unsigned letters will be published, but the author's name
can be withheld by request.
The Current rese rves the right to edit all letters for space and
style.
The Current reserves the right to refuse publication of letters.

stars and other famous people to
advertise their products.
What I'm trying to say is that
this movement toward nonsmoking should have been started
up years ago. To exclUde us from
restaurants, school buildings, and
movie houses for a habit that at one
time was normal and one which
was aided by a careless and ' .
uncaring society is hypocrisy.
. Most of the time, if you :l.~ k us,

Marine Takes Oat
To the editor;
My name is Christopher Steib. I
. am a Corporal in the United States
Marine Corps. I have served my first
four years of active duty and am
preparing to begin my second four
year tour, in the desert. Since the war
has started, I have seen two of my
fellow Marines try to back out of
their obligation to the oath which
they, as well as every sevicemember
must recite before being assigned to
active duty. The oath reads as
follows :
"I
do solemnly swear
(or affirm) that I will support and
defend the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies , foreign
and domestic; that I wilt bear true

7

1-

faith and allegiance to the same;
anc that I will obey the orders of
the President of the United States
and the orders of the officers
appointed over mt:, accordirig to
regulations and the Uniform Code
of Military Justice. So help me
God."
These two Marines state that
their religion prevents them from
p<11-ticipati:lg in the war. After
read'ing the abOve oath which all
servicemembers must recite, how
can these two individuals say that
they will not fight?
When I joined the Marine
Corps in 1986, I joined with the
understanding that som~ay I may
be called to fight a war. I had
hope~ that I would DI)t be called,

we ' ll refrain from smoking if it
greatly dis turbs you- if you 're
asthmatic or have another respiratory disease. But just beca use you
don't like the smell! Well, I'm sorry
about that. There are a lot of things
in this world I don 'tlike, but 1
tolerate them. Wh y? Beca use when
you live in a world with others yo u
must learn to accep t them the best
you can.
Cigarcttes ha ve had a smell to

them for more than one-hundred
years before the fi rst prptester. As
for it causing a serious medical
p roblem, you would need a constant, heavy exposure before it
could begin to damage.
To change the rules now and
say sm okers m ust conform to your
ideals is fooli sh, spoiled, and
selfish.

D ave Donof rio

For Better Or Worse
but because of the oath wh ic h I
believe in, I was ready if the call
did come.
The military exi sts for one
main reason, the defense of th is
country and its interests. Anyone
who thinks they can join the
military just to earn some extra
money for school or get some job
experience is wrong. It is true that
you can receive the above named
items while in the service, but the
military does not exist to put peopl e
tt,rough school. There are loan
services for that purpose.
The feelin gs I have towards
these two (Mr. MaGee being one of
n,y fellow Marines while I was in
Da.sic training at Camp Lejeune) is
one ot disgust and disappo inun ent.
I am not looking fo rward to

going to war and I do not like the
fact that I may have to kill someone, but I am a firm believer in the
above oath and will obey the
Pres ident in all his decisions. T he
people fighting in this war believe
in th e oath and are following the
orders of the President. Those of
yo u who do not support the war
sho uld take aim at the administration and not at the people who are
doing their job and following
orders. We need to show our
support for the troops; not our
resen tm ent as we did in the
Vietnam era.
Se mper Fidelis ,
Christopher S. Steib
CPL US MC

StudentQuestions Quotes About MLK Day
To the editor,
::{:.::....... -,'
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This letter is in respon se to the
Jan. 24 headline article on the MLK
holiday by A .A. Evans. Let me
clarify in the beginning that J am a .
white student, however, J still
recognize and apprcci.ate the
problem s facing minorities in the
United States today and have taken
an active role in trying to remedy
problems where I can.
Thi s article disturbed me for
numerous reasons. Maybe the
author, or the people quoted in this
article, can educate me. The author .
chose to highlight in bold print a
quote by Kelly McGee in whi ch he
states he would never fi ght a war
against people of the same color.
This article goes on to state thaL
the biggest applause at the MLK .
ceremony came when Andrew
Moore accused the United States
Government of only fighting wars
against people of different color.
This, to me , seems a great contradiction, printing in bold~[ype letters
someone demeaning EVER fighting
against your own color, alon g with
a quote accusing our government of
the very same thin g.
Both assumptions seem unrealistic to mel Is Mr. McGce saying .

he would never fight against
oppression of his people by his
people? I don't understand his
statement saying, "For the sake of
war, I go along with the fighting.
However, I would notliftmy hand
to fight a war against people of the
same color."
This statement is vague at best,
and I am pressed to find any
rationale behind it I am curious as
to why the author of the article
chose to highlight such a mundane
resjX) nse from an obviously
powerful and meaningful remembrance of 1vlLK. As to Moore's
quote, stating we do not go to war
against nations orcolor; let me
remind him that we arc fighting for
and with nations of color. Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia, as well as Israel,
are fighting side h)i side With white
and black Americans in the Middle
East. While questioning why we let
South Africa and Russia make their
invasions is a valid question , saying
that color was the determining
factor is simply not true.
. One other quote that caused
concern was by Mark Grimes,
Student Government Association
Vice-President. It is certainly true,
Mr. Grimes, that bJacks should
teach their children to understand

and respect their cul ture. However,
stating that blacks shoul d have their
own schools, at an MLK ceremony
of all places , tells me you ought to
think twice. Is not :MLK the onc
who fought for integration and equal
opportunity? Whi le this has not been
fully realized, surely complete
segregation and isolation fro m the
white world is a giant step backward.
In conclusion, M artin Luther

King is one of the greatest Americans this country has seen. The
hol iday and the tribute to him ought
to be a great re membrance of what
Mr. King aspired to achieve. I do,
however, questi o n if Mr. King
would want his name or remembrance to be associated with the
quotes in the 1/24;9 1 edition of the
Current.

MW.

Astrology Is NotAstrolWmy
To the editor ;
In general I found that the
article about our observatory
upgrade efforts was factual and
..~ ell-writlen (Current, Jan 17) .
However, there was one glaring
misco nception which deserves
notice. It was stated that the
physics deparunent
contains" ... several notable
astrologers ... ". Our deparUTIenl
in fact contains four as tronomers and astrophysicists, but not
astrologers!
Astrology is fundam entally
a metaphysical/ re.Jigious

endeavor which has nothing
whatever to do with science.
Unfol1unately, astrology sells in
the popular press in the form of
horoscopes, etc,. and in fact over
ten times as much money is spent
on astrology each year in this
nation than on astronomy and
astrophys ics. We would welcome
a redirection of some of that
money into our observatory
upgrade!

Yours sincerely,
Richnrd Scwarlz
Professor of Astronomy
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UMSL Senate
Breaks Pipes
And Ground
Broken pipes and broken ground
were discussed at the UM-St Louis
Senate meeting on Tuesday, Jan . 22.
A water pipe broke in the Thomas
Jefferson Library on Dec. 24, closing
the itfor a week. No damage was done
to the books.
Ground breaking will begin in
mid-February for a new computer
building on campus, if approved by
the Board of Curators in their January
mee ting.

Honors Coliege Moves To Incarna te Word Gro unds
The Hon o rs College is now
ho used on the Incarnate Word Academy grounds, 2800 Normandy Dr.
They moved the week ofJan. 14. The
frrs t day of classes he ld on campus
was Jan. 22. Shuttl e service is provided to the campus. The new numbers are 389-0096 or 389-0097.
A new dean of the Honors College will be appointed by July 1.

Ad-Hoc Com mittee Offers Proposal For Grads
An Ad-Hoc committee fonned to
access the education ofUM-St. Louis
g raduates faced problems with last
semester's graduates refusal to take
the test. A proposal to penalize the
g rad uates w as motion ed . Interim
C hancellor Blanche Touhill sugges ted that diplomas will be held until
the graduates takes the test.

Deaf Inspired
By Phone
CONTACT -S t. Louis will begin
a new service to th e deaf community,
Friday, Feb 1. By dialing 771-4344,
a deaf person w ill be able to read the
same message of encouragement that
hearing people receive for Dial
Gu ideposts for Inspiration.
Dial Guideposts for Inspiration is
a recorded message prepared by Dr.
and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale.
Tw enty-three cities nationwide have
Dial Guideposts for Inspiration, but
Lhe service in St. Louis is the first that
will be available for deaf people.

Hearing people who would like to
call Dial Guideposts for Inspiration
should dial 771-6677. At present,
Dial GUIdeposts for Inspiration for
the Deaf will be available only between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m. daily

Organization
Offers Inlage
Scholarship
The St. Louis chapter of Image,
Inc., a national not-for-profit Hispanic organization has scholarships
available for qualified full -time students. Students must be cmrently
enrolled or accepted in a college in
Missouri or Western Illinois. One
scholarship will be based on financial
need and two on academic achievement. The deadline for applying is
April 15. Call Image at 832-0790.

Air Force Dental
Program Open
The Air Force has a fmancial assistance program for oral surgery residents, the Dental Financial Assistance Program,
Under the Armed Forces health Professions Scholarship and Financial
Assitance Program, qualified oral
surgeons will be selected for one or
two years of financial support.
"There are tremendous benefits including a cash grants," said Staff Sergeant Bryan Hartwick at Fairview
Heights, Ill.

lecture, which consists of a 45minute presentation followed by a
question and answer sess ion; is free
and open to the public.
Dr. Herman Blumenthal, research professor in gerontology in the
Aging and Development Program of
Psychology at Wash ington Unversity
and adjunct professor in the Department of Community Medicine at St.
Louis University School of Medicine, will present the lecture titled
"U.S. and World Health Care- Cradle
to Grave." Following the lecture, the
TW A will host a luncheon. Cost for
the meal is S4 .50; reserva tions are
required one week in advance of the
lecture . For more information or
reservations, call 991-0955 .

Nominate Faculty
For Excellence
The annual Chancellor's Faculty
Teaching A wards recognizes outstanding teaching in the graduate curricula by a full·time regular UM-S t.
Louis faculty member. The award
will be presented in the fall of 1991.
Any memberofthe U>l-St. Louis
community (including alumni) may
submit nominations. Nominations, in
writing, should include the following
information: evidence t.''.ltstandi ng
classroom performa nce, availability
to s tudents olltside of c lass, creative
and innovative teachin g methods,
and other professional and/or perso nal attributes that merit recof;,'nition
in teaching. Nominators may attach
other letters or supporting documentation that have been specifically pre-

The Senate Ad Hoc Committee
o n Faculty _Teaching and Service
Awards will review nominations and
recommend one to the Chancellor.
The committee may solicit additional
infonnation from various sours=ces

concerning the nominee.
Four copies of all nomination
materials should be sent to Dr. Linda
Trick, School of Optometry, 427
Marillac Hall, by March 20, 1991.
The Senate Ad Hoc Committee

on Faculty Teaching and Service
Awards includes Howard Baltz, Yael
Even, Robert Loyd, Wayne
McDaniel, Nina Nguyen student,
Robert Sorensen, and Linda Trick,
chairperson.

Experience The ...
The Flintstones &Their Flintmobile
--

. Present

Future

or

"The other benefits of the Dental F AP pared for the Chancellor's Facu lty
are that dentists enter the Air Force Teaching Award, 1991.
Recipients of an ou tstand ing
without the concerns of some of th ei r
teaC
hing award during the past six
Civilian counterparts," Sgt. Hartwick
years,
or of a Chancellor's Award for
said.
Excellence in any category (teaching,
research/creati vi ty, or service) are
ineligible, as are members of the
Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Teaching and Service Awards.
Faculty who are ineligible because they were former recipients are
Scott Decker, Ro nald Deno w iLz,
The American Association of Yael Even, Edwin Fedd e r , Joc l
University Women and the Tuesday Glassman, Charles Granger, Ruth
Women's Association (TWA) of the Jenkins, Charles Korr, Jame s
Ethical Society ofSt. Louis will spon- Krueger, Laurence Madeo, Frank
sor an international relations lecture Moss, Miles Patterson, Vicki Sauter,
onTuesda~,Feb.12atl0:45a.m.The Robert Sorenson and Paul Travers .

Lunch Lecture
Offered For
Area Students

REGISTERTO WIN TICKETS TO

l UPS, I GEIT PIID FDR

SAYI

a WHAT I THIIIK:'
"In my classes I'm encouraged to ex·
plore my ideas and say what I think .
And that's just what happens whe re I
work . At UPS, everyone's opinions
count ... even if you're working
part·time.
"U PS has employee committees and
discussion groups. Everyone is expected
to make suggestions and express opin·
Ions. And the supervisors liste n. That's
how UPS has become a world leader in
the transportation industry.
"UPS has industry- leading pay and
benefits too. I make almost $10,000 a
year working about 4 hours a day. And I
get a choice of part-time schedules . ..
morning, noon or night. They actually
work with me to fit my work hours to my
class hours. I can't think of a company
that does more lor worki ng students.
"At UPS, most students work in
Operations and some In Accounting,
Industrial Engineering, I.S. a:ld
Customer Service So, if you Ii ke thi nkIng for yourself .. . think about UPS."
Openings exist at the UPS Earth
City building and the Jefferson Ave.
building (at Highway 40) . For more
information, or to apply for an interview, call 553-5317 or visit 346 Woods
Hall (S.T.E.P. office). We are an equal
opportunity employer

THE DECADE'S MOST PRO VA CATIVE AND COMPELLING ROCK BAND

OPEN DANCE AREA IN FRONT OF STAGE

KIEL AUDITORIUM
A SPECIAL HALF-AUDITORIUM SET-UP OF KI EL

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13
THE CURRENT wants to send four lucky winn ers
to see the hottest live band touring the country!
TO ENTER PLEASE FILL OUT THE COUPON BELOW:

.---------------------------------,
Name ____________________________________________
Phone ____________________________________________
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Please send or drop off coupon to: The Blue Metal Building
Room No.1
Deadline: February 7, 1991
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Understanding he a Experience
The Urn-St. Louis Current is
running a two part series onfeelings
and experiences of homosexuals.
by Jocelyn Arledge
features editor

their fIrst recognition of their homosexuality.
"I knew I was gay just like other
people know they're straight," said
Scott. "You were attracted to men
when you were growing up; so was

L"
Even in today's liberated world,
there are many fallacies and sterotypes
concerning homosexuality. But the
fact is, homosexual people fed and
want the same things as heterosexuals. Whether it's a
family and a successful relationship
or basic life and career goals, life's experiences are practically identical for
both gays and heterosexuals.
Because fallacies and stereotypes
are often born of ignorance and a lack
of understanding for
the subjects involved, four gay
students at UM-St.
Louis have chosen to
rel ate their personal
experiences on topics ranging from
coming out of the
closet to dealing with
reactions
from
people in Sl. Louis and on the UM-St.
Louis campus. By sharing their experiences, Carla, Kim, Scott and Steve
(last names withheld) hope to give
so me insight on what it is like to be
gay.
Ivfany gay's feel that one of the
most co nfusing times in their lives is

Like Scott, every homosexual experiences a "comingout" process that
is very individualistic. Some people
know how they feel from childhood
while others come to recognize and
acknowledge their feelingsmuch later.

Carla was one of those people who
didn't start reaching our or becoming
involved in the homosexual community until college.
Carla grew up in a predominantl y
heterosexual environment. After her
parents were divorced , Carla lived
with her fa ther and her step-moth er.

Parents Teach Offs pring To
Keep ·Worms Out Of Toasters

el is hotline
make you (eared and respected.
"Do you want another spanking?"
and "How many times do 1 have to
teU you not to put worms in the
toaster?" are both good examples
byureg Aloers
of
this. The child can either not
columnist
responrl at all, or say something
Raising children isn't easy. I smartthatwillonlygethiminmore
know this because I was once a trouble.
child and that was hard enough.
Constant nagging and gener~
Think about it, you're responsible ally being a pest seems (0 be one of
forshapioganotherhuman being's lhe mor enjoyable aspects of
p ersona lity . Personally, that parenting. (Alleas( it seemed like
lhougbtreally SCNe thehellourof my parents really enjoyed it.) It
mc. And while I have no imrnedi- d.oesn't have to be about anything
ate pJans for k.ids, someday there important. Usually, topics such as
wil1probahly be some littie person dressing warmly. washing. your
that will look up and call me hands and not playing hockey on
"Daddy: ADd then w hatdo:l do? the highway will suffIce. "Don't
Kids don't come with instruc- forget to wear a hal. I only do this
lion manuals. The only thing we because I love you." nen, when
havetogobyiswhatwe'veleamed they 're safely out of earshot you
from watching BmCosby and what can chuckle quietly to yourself.
we learn from OlH' closest role
Embarassing children in front
· models:'ourparents. Hhinklcould of other people (especially their
get by doing what my parents did. friends) iSM irnportantduty. Utter,
I think I turned outo,k .. Tmean it's complete humiliation builds charnotllke I've ever killed anybody aCler: Try asking yoUr son if he 's
or anythirig like that.
wearing dean underwear when he
·
Soanyway,withthatinmindI and his friends are over playing
began thinking aix'"lut what I 3ctu- Nintendo.Timing is essential.
ally have learned aboulraisingkids
Keep strict rules .about petty
from my parents. This list of do's tnmgs like eating vegetables ,
and don'ts is by no means com. washing hands and keeping rooms
plete. There's a lot of things, I've clean. This will lend order andstaforgotten over the years. There's . bility to life. (And cause nervous
also a lot of things they've ·done compulsions that require years of
ttillt I stil/can ' t figUre out, but they . therapy to correct.) .
had to have beendonefoI a reason,
Some miscellaneous phrases
right?! me.an they'repar:erttS. They that may be of use include: "I've
.. don'1 make m istakes, 1;10 they? had it up to here with you.", "You
Hmmmm.
don't needapony." ; .~'Those aren't
Parents don'talwaysappearto the kind of people you should be
be the most rational people in the . hang ing around." and "S.omeday
world. That may bea direct resuh you' U b,!lve kids .of your own."
of having children.
Finally, since about the age ·
Well,.anyway, the golden rule seventeen, I've been noticing anof pwenting (especially when . other aspect of parenting. It seems
dealing with younger children} there comes a time when you must
:seems to be The Parent Is Always . back off and let the child live his
RighL (I think this may be some ·· own life. You can only hope that
· kind of perverse power trip.) If by . the skills and values you've !Aught
chance the parent is wrong, don't them were right and thallh ey will
.admit it. Make the child feel guilty
them wisely. The only thing
about questioning YOUT authoril)'. . left to do is to take pride in their
· Use, phrases like "BeCause I said .· accomplishmentsahdsupportthem
so! ~ and "Because 1'm the through their failures.
. Forgive me for sounding a bit
Mommyl"lf they're said with the
right ~ of authority, the Child Sappy, hut my Parents like to read
shoufdblindlyacceplanythingyou. my colurnnsand I'djusll.ike to take
this time to thank: them for the way
say;
.Silly
:rhetQrical
questions
will they"ve raised
me .
_
_
_
__
-",-,_ _ _ _ _ _
__
_
_ _- - - i

She didn't start realizing that she had
a different sexual preference than heterosexuals until she was in high
school. However,shedid notact upon
her feelings.
"I was very invol ved with school.
I was newspaper editor, I was on the
executive board of student council
and was involved with drama. I had so
many other things going on that the
fact that I was gay was pu ton the back
burner," Carl a said.
I
"It was someth ing that I just hid.

I knew I was attracted to so and so but
I just played the game of the heterosex ual world."
Carla blended in to normal hi ghschool life, she even went to lhcprom .
She calls herself a loner an d procla ims th at she wasn' t in th e "in'·
clique.
" I kind of wen t fro m group lU
group. I just denied the fact [thatl was
gay]. I didn ' tal low myse lf toact upon
any of my fecJ ings .. .bec3 use I had
feeling s of confusion. Well , I know I
should be with men. I know what
soy i~ ty wants me to be. Le ts just fo rget
ut it and get out of sc hool." she
said .
Like any other high school student, Carla was preoccupied wi ttl
things li ke what col lege. she would go
to and whetheror not she was going to
get along with her mother thal day.
Homos xuali tywasn ' t outi n lhe open
in high-sc hool the way it is in a college atmosph reo Once Car a got to
college she started to reach out and
ecome aware of who WJS gay and

where gay people go to socialize. Part
of the awareness is something Carla
calls "gaydar".
"You start to realize who is gay.
She sits in the back of the room and
you sitin the front. Butoutofall those
people in the back, you know she is
gay . I can't explain 'gaydar' really;
it's just there," Carla said.
Carla slowly started coming out
inlo the open with her homosexuality
and decided it was time to tell her
mother. Her mother's best friend was
gay, so Carla hoped her
mother would understand Carla's position.
Things didn't go as
planned.
"After I told her,
she just kind of hid it,"
Carla said . "S he didn't
want me to talk about
it Once I mentioned it,
she didn't want me to
mention it again . That
was pretty hard, beirig
close to my mother plus
the fact that she had a
gay friend . It was okay
for him but it wasn't
okay for her children.
Parents go through a lot
of guilt, anger, fear."
The group felt that
parents react differently
when they fmdouttheir
children are gay, but most stories include confusion and denial.
Kim said her coming out process
was different because her brother is
gay and he had alreadv told their
parents this fact.
.
" My brother said, 'Uh, one of us
should try to bestraighl.' Sincehehad
already come out, that left me. I did
try to play the straight person. I went
out with men and then I fell in love
with a woman, so that was it. I told my
mother I was a lesbian when I was
abo ut seventeen. She said, 'Okay, we
co uld try a psychologist' One of the
iggest misconceptions about gay
people is that they can get over being
gay," Kim said.
Kim tried therapy and when it
didn't wcrk, she decided to follow her
[c.cli ngs and be herself. Her parents
worry about her safety because of the
abuse that gay people can be exposed
to .
Adults aren't the only ones that
can have a difficult time sorting out

See GA Y, page 6
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Pianists Play Classical

For Luncheon Series
If you have appreciation for
good music and feel like you
need earplugs to eat in the
underground, then the
Chancellor's Luncheon Series is
for you.
A quiet, relaxed setting is the
ambianct> attained in the Summit
Lounge on Thursday from 12:00-

1:30.
The series features musical
artists in a relaxed, peaceful
atmoshphere. This Thursday will
be the seventh luncheon of the
series and the third one of the
semesler. Two artists that have
been featured already this
semester are Billie Jo Derham
and Mark Laverty, both pianists.
Mark Laverty has been
playing the piano since he was
five years old. Laverty graduated
from SlUE Wilh a degree in piano
performance, and did his
undergraduate work at UM-St.
Louis. He studied under Evelyn
Mitchell, a professor of tile mu sic
department here.
Mitchell said, "He was an
outstanding student, very bright,
and intelligent. He's always been
well liked by the students."

~

~", _-'--

See LUNCHEON, page 6

TICKLING THE IVO RI ES ...

Mark Laverty plays pieces from

Debussy and other classical composers . (photo by Nicole Menke)

Allen Creates .Modern Day Fairy Tale
by Brad Touchette
movie critic
Wha t is there LO ay about another
movi' mak ing a mockery of infidelity? In loday ' s society, it seems almost trendy to have an affair. Pretty
sick. B ut since I' m not go ing [0 change
society 's attitudes bywriti ng a simple
movie review , let' s j ust take themovie
at face val ue.
M ia F arrow shines as the highly
co nfused , ou t- of-he r-ni c he , ri c h
housewife nam ed Alice. Her double-

talking, self-analyzing, incomplete
personality is portrayed to a tee. Farrow is surrounded by an impressive
supporting cast including William
Hurt, Cybil Shepherd, Alec Baldwin
and Bernadette Peters.
Hurt is equally brilliant as the
indifferent, suppressive husband. Hurt
has a quality about him that is intangible. He brings an almost too real
aspect to every character he plays . In
"A lice", he disappoints no one. He
has th e skill to bring an intimacy
between him self and the audience that

very few actors possess.
Though Cybill Shepherd has a
relatively small role, she still seems to
do more damage to afilm than anyone
else I can imagine. Ever notice every
role she portrays is that of a rich,
highly successful business woman?
Her acting is, as usual, flat and d ull
(kind of like mo st business people) .
Business people must be easy to portray because she barely passes as interes ting, if not simply as just a hot
babe there to take up frame space.
Alec Baldwin plays, of all thin gs,

use

.~

Mitchell said she thinks the
Chancellor's Luncheon Series is a
wonderful thing.
Laverty resides in Chesterfield where he teaches private
piano lessons and does free-lance
performing in his spare time.
Laverty is also the organist for
Lord of Life Lutheran Ch urch,
playing hymns in church and
songs for the choir.
This is laverty's third ti me
performing at UM-S t. Louis. He
enjoyed being a part of the
Chancellor's Luncheon Series .
"The audience was very
receptive. They ha ve been every
time I've been here," Laverty
said. "It's like mee ting a person.
It takes a while to get to know
each other-around 20 minutes to
develop a rapport" , said Laverty.
After around 20 minutes, the
audience payed more attention
and began to listen more carefully, clapping when he fini shed a
piece, and one person whi stled
enjoyab ly to a particular piec .
Laverty played selecti ons
from light classical music.
Several pieces include Fur Eli se
by Beethoven, Blue Danube by
Strauss, Claire de Lune by
Debussy, and various Copin

Robin Mayo
current staff

WOODY IS AT IT AGA IN···Joe Mantegna and Mia Farrow are part of an all star cast in Woody
Allen's latest film, "Alice" .

... Alice begins to
realize that she is not
happy in her world of
face-lifts and maids.
a ghost. He is one of Alice's old love
interests who dies in a car WIeck .
Th ough they were broken up berore
the acci dent, she admits s he missed
him. He plays a high ly likcable,reckless soul who enjoyed living on the
edge. His work in this film is astoundin g. His intimate side shows
throu gh so well that there are su re to
be more than a few woozy women in
the th eater when he tumson hiseharm.
My date li ked his work too much.
She's biased, th o ugh.
Bernadette Peters is a surprise.
1l1Ough her role is ridieu lousl y small,
her charm rea lly shines through as
Alice' s muse . Herparlis by [Moneof
the funn ies t scenes in th e movie. She
is a treat to watc h.
Th e movie is a ·modem day fairy
tal e about a woman who is su fferi ng
from chronic back pain an d event ually
gelS recommended to a Doc tor Yana
(great name, eh?). Thi s doc star~
giving her herbs that produce different effects . One makes her invi sible,
others ca use her to sec things like
ghosts (Ba ld win ) and muses (P te[s) .
Throu gh a seri es of poti ons an d
soul searching, Alice beg ins to realize that she is not happy in her world
of face- lifts and maids . She tries
desperately to find herself through
attending school, trying to wri le a
sitcom for TV and having an affair.

See ALICE, page 6
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Gay from page 5
their feelings and understanding the
concepts of being gay. For a child it is
even more difficult, because they don't
understand sexuality, much less the
intricacies of homosexuality.
Steve knew from childhood that
he was gay. His mother started to
worry about him when, as a child, his
behavior began to indicate that he
either was or would be gay.
"They threatened to send me away
to one of those boys homes if I didn't
stop what I was doing. I was confused
and didn't realize why my behavior
was bad. I knew I was di [ferent, but it
really hurt when my parents punished
me for it," said Steve.
All the people mentioned in this
article said being gay is something
private and personal. The choice of
when and to whom their "gayness" is
revealed should be theirs.
"The worst thing I think you can
do to a gay person is to uncJoset them
to someone they aren't ready to come
out to," Carla said. "I was still dealing
with the reaction of my mother when
my sister told my father I was gay. I
went through a lot of hurt from that
When itcame down to my dad and my
stepmother, who are very conservative, I thought no way-I'm not telling them until I'm really ready. Then
I had that privilege taken away from
me.
"My dad took me out to dinner
and I was clueless about what was
going on. We had wine and appetiz-

ers-the whole bil My dad's not the
big spender, so I knew something was
up. Over the entree he said 'So, do
you like women? , I thought whoa! Oh
my God. So I said 'well, urn, yea.' I
was back A into a comer; what could
I say?"
Carla felt that it is easier for
someone to accept the fact that people
are homosexual when there is no
visible proof. She thinks people assume that their lover has forced them
to live with them. In the back of a
parent's or friend's mind lingers a
feeling that the lover seduced their
child/friend into being gay.
Scott's family accepts his lover
and includes hi:.! in family gatherings
and holidays. No'. all homosexuals
enjoy that lUXury. When the lover is
not present there is no one to lash out
at, therefore, the fact that someone
you love is gay can be ignored.
Just like their heterosexual counterparts, gay people experience many
of the ups and downs of being involved
in a personal relationship. Though
some of the problems that arise in a
relationship between two men or two
women might not arise within a relationship between two straight people,
feelings of hurt and denial are the
same.
Carla lived with a woman who
had a child and a career.
"She is a very financially secure
person and well into her career," Carla
said. "There's a company party and

1'm not allowed to go because it could
ruin her career. The bossdoesn 'tknow .
she is gay, so I don't want to jeopardize our financial security by insisting on going. Sometimes you just
have to be silent; you are put on the ,
back burner. You're not a part of their
life, where as you would be accepted
in heterosexual environments. It hurts
because you can't go to those things."
Another aspect of homosexual relationships is that of forming a family
unit or having children. Carla's lover
had come out of a six year relationship where the woman's mate had
been artificially inseminated. After
they were separated, they had to go
through agreements aboutco-custody
of the child. There are no laws to act
as a deciding factor in a situation like
that Carla, at 23, was fairly young to
be faced with a stepchild. She was not
resentful, however.
"We had a family uoil Gays go
through a lot of the same issues [as
straightcouplesl because they are trying to build a family and have a home.
They have the same goals," Caria
said.
One theme prevailed throughout
the students' conversations and that
was th8t homosexuals are people just
like eve0'one else. They are real.

Next week The group will talk
about attitudes of SI. Louis and the
UM-SI. Louis campus community.

Alice from page 5
Everythingdoesn'rquite pan out
for her near the eod. But the ending
does create a realization for her that
evenrually brings her true inner
bappiness. What happens? Go see
the film. It is by no means short on
surprises.
Written in Woody Allen style,
this movie comes off as typically
~Ilen. Not to take anything away
from that characteristic, but the
main problem with the script is
that Alice becomes a femak

It

UM-St.

~o~.

So far, with flyers and postings, it
this is what we did," Blanton said.
They wanted to provide a nice quiet has been a success, although a maatmosphere, with calm, light classi- jority of the people attending are
cal, and easy listening
faculty and staff, who aren't normally
music.
in the Summit Lounge.
"Normal conversation shouldn't
"We encourage students to interinterfere with the musicican, and the act with faculty and staff in a nonmusician shouldn't interfere wi th threatening environment," Blanton
normal conversation," said Blanton. said.
"There should be a nice balance beDr. Leonard Ott, chairperson of
tween the two, providing enjoyment the music department, is coordinating
for both parties."
the appearance ofUM-St. Louis' own
Blanton said that Touhill would musicians for the series. This Thurscome to the luncheons, if ani y she had day, Sharon Tash, staff accompianist
the time. "If I were to provide feed- at UM-St. Louis will be featured in
back I'd say I'm encouraged by the the series. The Chancellor's Lunchoon.
way it's going :I'm very pleased, said · Series is in the Summit ' I;ounge:
Blanton.
Thursdays at 12:30 p.m.

Three out of five

~ ~

faculty, or staff.

:--::.- - p

from page 5

preludes.
"Claire de Lune is the ultimate,
every pianist plays it," said Brian
Johnson, senior, AOJ major. "It's
like physics or mathematics, it takes
a lot of concentration, for this type
of crowd he's doing really well,"
said Johnson, who had studied
piano for 12 years.
The ChanceIIor's Luncheon Scries
was started by Interim Chancellor,
Blanche Touhill, with thchelpofRick
Blanton, assistant director ofUniversity Center and Student Activities.
"At a banquet in the Summit
LDunge she [Touhill] said 'Wouldn't
it be lovely if we couldsel'something
up for the students and faculty?' and

Woody Allen. Her insecurity and
rapid talking are so reminiscent of
Allen playing himself in his previous movies that it takes something
away from the film's effectiveness.
Still, this film is light-hearted
entertairunent with a serious overtone. The message is--never compromise your dreams for someone
else because you will regret it later.
But don't spend too much timepondering the deeper meaning of this
film. It was made to be enjoyed, not
analyzed.
Though this fantasy takes a very
large step into the unrealistic department, this movie never tries to
pass itself off a$ realistic. It was

~~a".

ay "I Love You" t hrough the CURREN
vf;)
~ . (?
ij ~{?
"'c>
t?~ Send YOu,'s loved
one a cla"lfted fo' Valentines nay. .'
~tk
D
V~ . \/-"
free for any
Louis student,
t") ~p
D

~Meot:'[D

Luncheon

This film is lighthearted entertainment
with a serious overtone.

made in fun, and though there are
stretches of boring parts, the little
humorous scenes carry it well. It
rolls, but not as smoothly as it
could.
I can't discourage you from
seeing this film because it is good.
It is no spectacle of cinematic
ge,nius, but, hey, let's loosen up a
little. It is worth the money, at
least during the rush hour show or
with the srudent discount.
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The Classified boxes are located in University Center and Lucas Hall or you can drop it by
person at the Current (1 Blue Metal Buildincr).

AM I PREGN ANT '?

WE NEED

FIND OUT FOR SURE.
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645· 1424
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SELF-MOT VATED
STUDENTS
Earn L'r:' to $10/hr.

• Irnmed\;lte re,ults
• Cor;,plE'trly confidential
• Call or walk in

227·5111
'Ill H.I\It'f I{r!.

~

.

Phone Service

Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions
available. Call Now
1-800-950-8472
Ext.2b'f:-.t~i~ .
t

"

TRAFFIC TICKETS?
Avoid Points/Insurance Increase
$50.00 Attorney Fee, Plus Court Cost
(Simple Moving Violation)
William Ruby
. Attorney at Law
984-6880
353-9827
St. Louis County
St. Louis City
(Other services available including auto accidents cases)

Pleasure
101.

Try us for lunch or dinner
D.J. nitely, Live music on weekends
Special Discounts with UMSL ill
~ 12323 Natural Bridge Bridgeton, MO 298-1630

a.) Comprehensive science., reasoning, reading and
writing review for the New MCAT
h) Test-taking strategies [0 fit the new format
c) Live classroom prep with the experts
d.) Personal ancntion
r .) Practice tests which revi ew hundreds of questions
and explanations on self-paced audio tapes
L) Indi vidual reyiew 7 days a week
g) New home study materials
h) Or all of the above from someone who has helped
thousands get into medical school every year
Call Stanley H. Kaplan today to reserve a placf in class.
Everyone else has.

if STANLEY H. KAPLAN

~

Enjoy three hot dogs free with each purchase of a refreshing 32-ounce Coke:
It's College Night at Fair Lanes. Experience unlimited bowling and music every
Thursday from 10 PM to Midnight'" for only $5.95 including shoes.

• Fair Lanes

5

9
5
S
UNLIMITED BOWLlNG.THURS,lOPM-MIDNIGHT

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worId5leading test prep OfFfIDization.

997·7791

Fair Lanes St. Louis: 10680 St. Charles Rock Rd., 429-1665
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Americans Studing Abroad Asked To' Return Home Safely
(CPS) - Several schools have told
U.S. students studying abroad to come
home in the aftermath of the outbreak.
of war in the Persian GulfJan. 16.
Some students, however, apparently have decided to stay overseas,
foreign study officials report.
Several students who decided to
stay in Europe have reported being
the object of occasional verbal hostilities,but no one has been physically
harmed.
Georgetown University closed its
programs in Turkey and Italy, and
told students studying in Ismel and
Cairo to come home even before
hostilities had broken OU4 reported
-Georgetown spokeswoman Anne
Jones. ~oveover, the school sug. gested that students in all other study
abroad programs come home as well,
but warned them not to beonairplanes
if war broke out
Georgetown's action, in turn,
stampeded other students into calling
home.
"That just wreaked havoc on all
the other (schools') programs," said
Joan Solaun, St ..dy Abroad Office
director at the University ofIllnois at
Champaign

Many
.

When overseas students from
other colleges h~ard Georgetown's '
warning, they panicked and called
their own offices lisking if they should
come,home, Solaun explained,
Solaun, for one, felt bringing students home from most places might
be unnecessary, despi te warnings from
the U.S. State Department that all
Americans traveling abroad might be
targets of terrorists.
"It's a time for calm and prudence," she said, adding that Illnois is
taking a "wait and see" attitude with
its students abroad, except for those
in Israel.. "We felt we had to bring
them home," Solaun said.
Although no students abroad from
Oregon's Lewis and Clark College
have chosen to come home, two out,of
22 students pulled out of a group
going to France, Said Vance Savage,
dean of the college's international
education program,
"Six or eight" students from
American University in Washington,
D.C., opted not to go to Europe, said
Dave Brown, dean of AU's Washington Semester and World Capitals
programs.
Some students who have chosen

to stay overseas have encountered
anti-American hostilities, althongh no
personal abuse, Savage said.
"Luckily, most folks abroad are
courteous enough to know the difference" between the American government and American students, Savage

earn more doctoral degrees than men,
but men will continue to earn more
medical and law degrees, the U.S.
Department of Education predicted
in January.
The predictions were among dozens published by the department,
which oversees most federal college
programs, in a new book that throws
together many of the govemment's
statistical studies of the nation's
schools.

111/4 lb. Bacon Cheese Burgeri
.

Rally

of

women receiving rhose degrees has
increased. In 2001, women are expected to earn 18 900 Ph ds Men will
earn 17,300.'
.'
While the distribution between
men and wo~en of first law and medi cal degrees had shifted dramatically
in the last third ofthecenlury, in 2001
men will continue to earn more de- .
grees, 41,400 to women's 29;900.
Among the report's other fmdjngs:
• Colleges nationwide will con-
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THE STORE OF YOUR FUTURE

tluoughout the 1990s. Master s e- (i
grees are expected to rise, reaching 0
327,000 by 2001
• Women will continue to be the
majoritY in each class that begins col- ~
lege during the 1990s, as they have
every year since 1979.
~
' . Higher education enrollment 8
will climb from 13.4 million in 1989 ~
to 14.4 million in 2001. The biggest
gains will be at public campuses.
~
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Dillard's is looking for individuals who thrive on change, constant
challenge and desire advancement. This is what you will find as a
member of our Executive Development Program.

banners, ano tJags were throughout §§
thecrowd. Signs such as "MalceLove S
Not War," "Are We Willing To
Trade our Children's Future For Oil?" 8
"Impeach Bush-Sanctions Not ~
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Dillard's Midwest Division is headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri and
is one of the fastest growing divisions in the company. In the last five
years the number of stores has increased from just 12 to 30.
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Bombs," . "What If Kuwaits Main
Product Was Broccoli?" and "Hemp
NotOil-ILoveTHC,"werejustafew ~
of the phrases to be seen and heard

§
amonst the audience.
§
After the rally, almost all of the ~
protesters proceeded ina silent march, §
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receive on-the-job training for an exciting career in merchandising or
store management. This training is supplemented by seminars
presented by corporate executives highlighting both theory and perspnal experience. Your performance will be the key to how quickly
and frequently you advance in Dillard's aggressive corporation.
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death. They marched aproximately ~
nine blocks to the U.S. Army and ~
Army Reserve Recruiting Center at
the comer of Grand and Delmar. Some
of them carried coffins draped with
the flags of the U .S., Great Britain,
Italy, Palestine, Israel, and Kuwait~
six of the countries who have already
suffered casualties in the war.
Thioughout the march, many prowar demonstrators yelled and chanted
at the marchers trying to get them to
break their silence and answer back. ~
When the marchers arrived at the 8
recruiting center they taped cards on ~
the front door stating what they are
going to do to bring the troops home
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After posting their pledges,
marchers retumed the quadrangle ~
to conclude the rally.
~
11aura Nagle, member of the St.
Louis Forum for Peace in the Persian
Gulf, a group that supported the rally, ~
said the students decided to organize ~
themlly because they felt very strongly ~
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from page 1

to jump onto the stage and profess her
own feelings. The student, identified
as Sharon Killeen, asked the audience
how they expect to get peace if they're
going to let a madman run a country
and before she was abruptly removed
fmm the stage by rally officials she
asked how people expect peace with
another Adolf Hitler running around.
After Killeen was removed from the
stage the crowd screamed, ''Let her
talk! Let her ta1lc!" One rally official
explained the situation LO the crowd
saying their purpose was to deliver a
unified message.
In an interview, later, Killeen said
she was trying to point out that peace,
sometimes, cannot be brought upon
just by sitting and doing nothing.
"Saddam is not going to listen to
people just sitting behind tables and
talking," Killeen said.
IfHussein is allowed to take a little
country like Kuwait for himself, then
he is going to want more, and that
cannot happen, she said.
"We might as well nip it in the bud
now. By fighting Saddam now, it will
prevent us from going into a world
war," she said.
Killeen said they pulled her from
the stage because she supports the
action in the Persian Gulf.
"I want peace, yes I do, but I think
peace through what we are aoing [in
the Gulf] is going to be more effective
than what these people [the protesters] are trying to do," she said.
Some members in the crowd were
dressed as skeletons, and other monsters. Lori Moore of S1. Louis, was
one of the protesters in costume ..
Moore said the purpose of the makeup was to represent the death and the
dying in the Persian Gulf.
"I don't support the war," Moore
said. "I do support the troops. however, and we just need to bring them
home. Tills is a war we should never
have gouen into. George Bush has
failed to even try to negotiate a peaceful settlement on this."
Many different kinds of signs,

Officials at all the colleges said
they were closely following State
Department directives on whether it
was safe for students to travel and stay
abroad.
"I just hope I'm doing the right
thing." Sola un said.
.
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department officials maintained.
"It's impemtive that we think
about and plan for our schools and the
children we will serve in the coming
decade," e'Wlained action SecretaI)'
of Education Ted Sanders.
Oneofthemostnoticeablechange
will be the growing dominance of
women in U.S. gmd schools.
Since 1976, the number of men
receiving doctoral degrees has been

should try to be inconspicuous,
"We don't hang our shingle out,"
admitted American's Brown.
Students studying in Florence recei ved letters before the war from a
group tlueatening to harm them if the
U.S. were to attack Iraq.

r----------~--~---~-------------~------------~
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Different Degrees I§
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added.
A female American student said
she had been verbally accosted by an
Arab male outside II bar in London,
Solaun said.
Solaun and other study directors
agree American students abroad

~

~
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terms of negotiating settlements before starting the use of arms.
~
~
"The request is thattheuseof~s ~
~
be stopped until all means of negoU- R
ating and .other means of solutions ~
have been fully explored," said Nagle.
"President Bush was writing his war
speech during the Christmas break
S
when he was supposed to be working
~
out negotiations: ~tjustshowswhat
~
a farce the war IS.
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StaySport
I ~ Crisis
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________________________

Best Start In School History
.

t

half tim e
by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor
A mili tary friend of mine stationed in Saudi Arabia sent me a
letter a fe w days ago. He wrote to
me saying that his mother has been
crying every day since this whole
crisis si tualion began. He explained
that he doesn't want the citizens of
the United States feeling sorry for
him , but to be proud of him and keep
the troops in their prayers. He told
me not to worry abouthim and loget
on with my life. He also urged me to
support his commander in chief,
President Bush.
I was kind of con fused after
reading his letter. I was offended at
fu' t. He didn' t appreciate my concem and I couldn ' t understand why.
After pondering the letter I realized
that he is right.
Since no one knows how long
this war will last, we can' llive our
lives in misery, sniffling in front of
the TVantidpating to hear the latest
developmem in the Persian Gulf.
Wecnn 'tallow ourselves to bccome
obsessed wi th the war. We can control only things that are within our
reach, and it seem to me that the
Persian Gulf is way out of reac h.
. The war in the Persian Gulfmay
go on for another ten years or maybe
j ust another week . OUf troops consisting of sons and dnughtcrs. mother' and fathers hove been asked to
scrv in what has become a battle
zone; a zone that will produce casua1ti~s. Our fear and mourning, is
justified.
But so, lOa, i our desire to try
and keep life balanced. and sports
can help us do tha t.
'White House spokesman Martin Fitzwater, said, " ... the business
of the nation has to continue and
should continue ... and we don't see
any need why people should disrupt
their lives any more than necessary."
So in other words, President
George B ush thinks that life as usual,
incl uding sports, should go on. The
President put his feelings into actions when he ~uggested That the
. superbowl shoud be played as usual.
1support the president andmy ·
. friend in Saudi Arabia on this issue.
. Sotie that yellow ribbon around
the mail box, pray that our troops
will come horne soon and keep that ·
American flag waving, but also re- .
member that li fe oes on . .

HMMMM: Senior, Kevin Hill ponders the hoop before a free throw
against SlUE, on January 24. (photo by Nicole Menke) I

by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor

The UM-St. Louis men's basketball squad saw its eight-game winning streak: corne to an end last week
at Southwest Baptist Jan. 22, but the
Rivennen bounced back with two
straight wins to improve their record
to 12-3.
The Rivennen suffered through a
poor second half in the 87 -64 loss at
Southwest Baptist, theirfrrst this season in the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Ass'ociation. Two nights
later, however, they beat Southern
lliinios-Edwardsville 94-85 ina nonconfernce ballle.Then they improved
their MIAA record to 5-1 with a 9781 victory over Missouri Southern on
Saturday Jan. 26, They also boosted
their horne record this season to 9-0.
UM-St. Louis trailed just 37-33
at half time last Tuesday at Southwest Baptist, but the Rivennen made
only three shots from the field in the
second half. Clarence Ward led the

See RIVERMEN, page 9

Rivermen Welcome Ward
After Seven Year Absence
by Kevin Kleine
current staff

What's old is new again. That holds true' with hairstyles, fashion and in the case of the UM-Sl. Louis
Rivennen, with Clarence Ward.
Ward may be 'l:mfamiliar to fan s of the past few
seasons, but he ha, been here before. He started his
collecre career with the Rivennen and has returned after
three'"years away from the court to become one of the
team's leading scorers. Basket ball wasn't the only thJng
that brought him back to UM-St. Louis though.
"I always wanted to finish school here," Ward said. ;<1
started here and I have a] ways wanted to Gome back. Head
Coach Rich Meckfessel always tries to help lheplayers "
out that are close to graduationd \vqs pretty close to
graduating, so the coach said that maybe he could help me
and I could help the team."
Finishin ocr his degree has always been a main concur)
..
of Ward's. Even though he was away from competltlve
basketball , hecontinue.d to pursue his degree at Ohio State
University while living and working part-time in his
hometown of Colum bus, Ohio.
''I'm the only person in my family to ever go to school,
Ward said. "God has kept the determination in me to
finish my degree. On the court, I playas hardas possible
and contribute in every area that I can. Off the court, I try
to stay in my books and work at that as hard as I can."
Ward lives up to his words on the court. Withjusteight
games for the Rivennen under his belt this season, he has
been the top scorcr in five of those games.
"Players get better after they leave college,"
Meckfcsselsaid. "There's something to be said for maturity
and experience, so tci me it hasn't been that surprising that
he has corne in and done as well as he has. He played here
a year, so he knows how we do things. 1know what he ca~
do, having worked with him for a year and a.half, albeit
.
.
seven years ago," he said.
The six-foot-four'Ward has scored 137 points in eight
games for the Rivermen, averaging 17.1 points per game.
He shoots 46.9 percent from the field andhits44 .7 percent

HOW DID THEY DO IT?

Rivermen Shake
Last Years Rep
ten to twelve games in conf'
ence.
_ _"Qurgoal is to finish)~ the to
~\Idgjng by last Yeai:' s...perfor- - f(jlif in the league,"~id Mcckfess(
mance, not too many people would Meckfesscl creditslfic succ-gss tei th
have anticipated prior to the start of team as a whole, but he credits th
the season that the men's basketball leadership to senior Captains Chri
team would have its best start in school Pilz and Kevin Hill. who are als
history.
leading the team in rebounding.
The Rivennen are currently 10-2
"Chris Pilz and Kevin Hill ar,
in noa-conference games and 5-1 in good off !he court as well as on. The'
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic As- provide great leadership," Meckfesse
sociation (MIAA) Confemce games said.
compared to last years 9-19 record
Meekfessel explains that there an
overall and 5-11 in the MIAA con- three ways in which the team' s succes:
ference play.
is better than last year. The first rca·
The MIAA consists of twelve son he gives is the embarrassment 01
schools includmg three which arc last years season.
ranked in the top 20 for Division II
"Number one is that the player~
schools. The Rivermen are currently that are back carne back with the idea
ranked third in the conference, tied of last year as an embarrassment and
with Central Mo. State, and the past that it's not going to happen again,"
two weeks have been ranked 23rd in he said. "They've all gotten better."
the Division II National Poll. At the
Meckfessel says the second and
end of the season the top eight teams third reason for success is the talent
in the .MIAA conference are in the and leadership of the players this year.
play-offs. The top four winners go to
"We added some speed and
the top ranked school to play.
quickness wi th Kynard, Crawford, and
Head Coach Rich Meckfessel Ward . .. great senior leadership from
thinks the team is good enough to win
eighteen to twenty games overall and See BASKETBA LL, page 9

by ,Jason Buchheit
cu rre nt staff

I'VE GOT IT: Clarence Ward returns to UM-St.
Louis after seven years to finish his degree and play
basketball. (photo by Kevin Klein)
of his three- point shots.
Ward said that good defense has allowed the team to
take control this season, even though the Rivennen are
often smaller that their opponents.
"You don't have to be a big team," Ward said. "Since
we're'so small we just have to block out and put bodies on
people. Under the boards you have to put a body on
someone, then use your quickness out art the floor. We
have a good Tlucleus. Chris Pilz is the best guard in the

See WARD, page 9
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~· U ntted Parcel Service ·

Athlete of ·the' Week
Leon Kynard .
-Men's basketball team
• Junior-guard

12 anti-war}
fr,omthe arena.

"Scored 33 p6intsin .
Jan. 26 game agiansJ
MO- Southem.

pe;lted the prone
Jta(l;lWpI1¥U')y bandy

• ~'Leon has given us an
elernentof quickness in
the back court that we ..
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Basketball from page 8
PiIz and Hill which can't be overlooked. They help keep everybody
focused on academics as well as basketbalL"
Meckfessel didn't want to make
any predictions as to how the season
would turnout buthedidsay that they
have been doing well so far. "It'shard
to say. Its been good so far. The three
games we've lost have been out of
reach. We've won every game we
had a chance to win," Meckfessel
said.
The Rivermen have thirteen difficult games left including seven road
games.
"It has been a great season, but we
have a way to go yet," Meckfessel
said.
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Ward from page 8

Falling Behind In
MIAA COnference Play
The LIM-SL Louis women's basketball team lost two games laSt week,
falling three games under the .500
mark in league play. The
Riverwomen were beaten by Southwest Baptist 75-68 on Jan, 22 and
Missouri Southern 80-74 on Jan. 26,
dropping their overall record to 9-7
and
2-5
in
the Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Poor shooting plagued the
Riverwomen in both games. They
canned just 35 percent of their shots
from the field at Southwest Baptist
and only 38 percent against Missouri
Southern.
Senior Lisa Houska had 14 points
and five steals at Southwest Baptist.
Against Missouri Southern, Kelly
Jenkins led the Riverwomen with 15
points. Tammy Puynam and Monica
Steinhoff added 14 points apiece.

Although the Rivelwomen are
struggling in league action, they have
remained competitive. Three of their
five conference losses have been by
seven points of less. They also played
nationally-ranked Missouri-Rolla to
an I1-point decision.
The Riverwomen traveled to
Southeast Missouri State Jan.30 and
will return home to face Pittsburg
State on Sat., Feb. 2.
In last week's NCAA Di vision II
national statistics, UM-St. Louis,
ranked fourth in the nation in scoring.
The Riverwomen conqmue to lead
the MIAA in scoring this week, averaging 87.3 points per game. Houska is on a pace to become
only the sixth player in school history
to crack the 1,OOO-point plateau. She
already holds the school records for
most career assists and steals.
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Rivermen with 20 points.
were tied for third with 7 points scored.
At half time The Rivermen' s score
Guard Chris PiIz and Leon Kynard
puttheRivermen back on the winning had already doubled that of MO
path later in the week. PiIz and Kynard Southern, 54-26.
"We were sharp defensively durboth scored 19 points in the win over
SIUE.
ing the first half... during the first 25
The Rivermen scored a 97-81 vic- minutes ... we can't play any better
tory against Missouri Southern. The than that," said, Rich Meckfessel, the
Rivermen started the game by con- team's head coach.
trolling the tip off and within four
The Rivermen kept ahead of MO
minutes the Rivennen were leading Southern through the whole game.
11-4 .
Kynard led the points scored with 33
and
Pilz added with 22 points.
Kynard led the Rivermen during
The
Rivermen continued MIAA
the first half with 21 points score<L
.
action
this
week when they traveled
including 16 field goal points. Pilz
to
Southeast
Missouri State on Jan.
was close behind with 11 total points
30.
They
will
also
host Pittsburg State
scored. Kevin Hill and Oarence Ward
. on Feb. 2.
Chris Pilz is closing in on William
Harris and the No. 2 spot on the alltime scoring list at UM-St. Louis.
Pilz, who enters this week with 1,398
career points, needs just 80 more
points to pass Harris at 1,477 on the
scoring charts. At his present pace, he
will become just the second player in
school history to amass 1,5000 career
points. All-time leader Bobby Bone
( 1973-77) has 2,687 points.
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MIAA and Leon Kynard is very good
too."
Ward knows how to analyze his
game from a coaching standpoint too.
He got a taste of basketball from the
sidelines while home in Ohio, where
he coached a high school girls team.
"It's good to be back playing
though. It can get kind of frustrating
out there as the coach," he laughed.
The competition that Ward saw
away from UM-St. Louis was similar
to that of the MIAA. He played in the
Big Sky Conference in Idaho during
the 87-88 season.
"The teams were similar to the
MlAA in that you might see a Sixfour swing man," Ward said. "like
here, we've got Scott Crawford or
maybe myself. The Big Sky's aLittle
bit-but not too far-ahead of the
_. MIAA, which is one of the best conferences in the Midwest. I can see
why."
Ward didn't want to make any
predictions, but he was confident
about the final outcome of the season.
"We can write our own check,"
Ward said. "If we take it game by
game and play hard in and out, we
can do that. We've been struggling
the last few games but if we playas
hard as we did [against Missouri
Southern], we can go far."
Ward fits right in with other seniors on the team, likePilz and Kevjn
Hill, to provide leadership.
"We already had awfully good
leadership from Chris [Pilz} and
Kevin Hill," MeckfesscI aid." That
dimension was already there. Whut
he (Ward) brought was another very
good player, so that if somebody is
having an off night, he can come in
and get us going, which he has on
several occasions so far."
Meckfessel points out that
Ward's determination on the court is
matched only by his determination in
the classroom.
"He's nota basketball tramp," he
said . "In the three years that intervened between the time he left the
University of Idaho, which is the last
place he played basketball, until he
enrolled here, he was going to school
all that time at Ohio State. He had a
part-time job and took six or nine
hours just like thousand s of students
here. Even though he's here for now
because of basketball, he's also here
to get a degree."
Ward arrived at UM-St. Louis
almost by accident. The Rivermen
had signed Brian Silver from East
Central College, but Silver failed to
show up in the fall, leaving the team
with a void . Meckfessel said that
Scott Crawford filled the void nicely,
but the Rivermen were still shorthanded. Ward was visiting a friend in
town and came up to school to shoot
some baskets wiLh Assistant Coach
Chico Jones when Meckfessel spo tted him.
"A light bulb went on in my head
when I saw him, because we did have
a need for a player like him, "
Meckfesselsaid.'Tmglad he'shere."
Ward plans to graduate nexl fall
with a degree in Physical Education.

Swim from page 8
with Bradley can always go either
way. It keeps us racing sharp instead
of just training in fast times, " Liston
said.
After Thursday's meet, the next
competition for the Rivermen and
women will be Feb 21 -23, at the University of Indianapolis in a 14 LCam
Midwest Classic.

STUDENT AFFAIRS AWARD
STUDENT LIFE AWARD

~.

I

Student Affairs Award nominations are being accepted in the Office of
Student Activities through 5:00 p.m. Friday, February 22, 1991. Members of
the UM- St. Louis community are invited to submit the names of students
whose efforts in the areas of student services and activities deserve recognition.
Established in 1980, the S tudentAffairs Award recognizes those students
whose contributions to the UM-St. Louis community have had a significant
impact on the quality of life on this campus. Since its inception, nearly 300
students have received the Student Affairs Award, presented at the Student
Affairs Awards Banquet held in their honor.
All UM- St. Louis students (full - time/part - time, day/evening,
graduate/undergraduate/professional) are eligible for nomination. Students '
may nominate themselves or another student. Every nominee is asked to
complete and submit an application which solicits information about the
contributions he or she has made to the quality of life on campus. A committee
of Student Affairs staff reviews submitted applications and selects award
recipients.
Persons wishing to nominate a student for this honor may stop by the
Office of Student Activities, 267 University Center, for a nomination form.

The Division of Student Affairs invites nominations for the Student Life
Award. The award is presented annually to a faculty member, administrator, or
staff member who, through his or her efforts, has positively impacted the quality
of the student life at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
Please provide specific information that will substantiate your nomination. Writing in the nominee's name only is not sufficient information for
consideration of the awar .
In order for your n<\minee to be considered, the nomination form must be
returned to the Office Of Student Activities, 267 University Center, no later that
5:00 p.m. on Friday, February 22, 1991.
Persons wishing to nominate someone can stop by the Office of Student
Activities, 267 University Center, for a nomination form.
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Smoke Free

January 31, 1991

from page 1

tal Health and Safety Representative
at UM-Sl Louis.
Hickerson said the cost for isolation is also a problem.
"We are trying to create a healthy
place for learning, air quali ty minded.
I think we have successfully convinced other campuses by gelling our's
going," said Hickerson.
Students are still coming into the
University Center candy store to buy
cigarettes , not knowing anything
about the policy , or assuming the
candy store will still sell cigareues
until June I, when the second half of
the plan goes into action.
"Why did it take this long?" asked
Michael Benz, sophomore, and English major.
"I think it's wrong. There should
be designated areas. It's my right to
smoke," said Dave Donofrio, a senior
communications major.
"It's a stupid policy, even though I
don't smoke, I feel that by Lhe Lime
you're in college, you should be able
to do what you want," said junior
Candy Hixson, French major.
Kathy Wilmesherr, 34, communications major said, "I refuse LO handle
the stress from my children and school,

and their homework and my homework and my job, and then be told that
I have to be forced to handle the
additional physiological and psychological stress of quilting . If they would
designate a smoking area in each
building that would be fme. When
they take away the ashtrays the janitors are going Lo be busy. Why, instead of spending additional money
to revamp thecirculation system , can't
they have a room cut off from the
system completely. If I'm caught
smoking, will my texLbooks be taken
away, or will I geL a five dollar fine
from th e police?"

Vice Chancellor Lowe "Sandy"
MacLean, thinks the no smoking
policy is something that was going to
come.
"I think that all the research on
secondary smoke says that it's harmful, and there are a lot of people allergic to it," MacLean said . "1 think it's
coming, it's something of our time.
We can expect more and more of
these kind of restrictions."
The feedback on the issue is be- .
coming more positive than in the past.
"A few faculty and staff are disappointed, the ones that smoke, but generally, there has been much more support tflall there has been in months,"
MacLean said.
There is no rule or law that states
what will happen when a student or
faculty member is caught smoking,
but no major problems arc expected.
"If someone docs it, someone will
speak to them," MacLean said. "If I
were smoking, which I don't, I expect
the Chancellor would ask that I will
not do it lf somebody in the division
was smoking regularly in the office,
then 1'd ask their supervisor to remind
them of policy, and that probably
would be taken care of."

Forum from page 1
of the war. He concentrated on the
long-tenfl effects the war will have
on relations between the U.S . and
Arab countries.
"The war will leave deep scars on
the Islamic consciousness. It will
produee years of instability in those
countries. Long-term relations will
be difficult," Pasha said.
During the question/answer period, the audience showed its concern with understanding Saddam
Hussein and the attitudes of opposing troops.
Pasha said Hussein bears much of
the blame for the escalation of war in
the Persian Gulf.
"He [Saddam Hussein] wants to
be number one in the Arab world.
Every effort that was made by other
countries he has rejected. He was not
content with Kuwait, he wanted Saudi
Arabia and other stales. The whole
thing is riot really the U.S. against
Iraq, it is the United Nations against
Saddam Hussein," said Pasha.

Pash~

explained how Hussein has
made the situation in the Persian Gulf
a "holy war." Pasha said there is a
great distinction between the rich and
the poor in Arab countries.
The one common background of
the people is theirreligion. Troops are
more likely to fight when they are on
a crusade against evil instead of
thinking about it on an intellectual
level.
"Saddam Hussein tries to invoke
the masses who haven't been 'contaminated' with western ideas and
P..tE,ian ideals of rationalism. The
oldest Islamic cities have been destroyed and that makes it more of a
holy war.
The people are not worried about
Saddam Hussein, they are worried
about their holy cities that contain
years of Islamic history. Saddam
Hussein could be bombing these holy
places and blaming it on the Unite'!
States," said Pasha.
Panelist Miranda Duncan felt the

war could have been pre vented if the
government understood the cultural
differences between Arab countries
and the Western world.
Duncan said research has been
done on strategies of peace making
and the government should have utilized this information during negotiation prior to the war. If they had
done so, perhaps the present conflict
in Lti~ P-;r3ian Gulf could have been
prevented. Duncan listed four reasons, in the order of easiest to be
resolved, why countries go to war;
resources, legal entitlements, values
and peripheral conflict or ego .
"They are worried about who will
be numero uno on the play ground. I
don't mean toput ilon achildish level
but sometimes I think that's what it's
all about," Duncan said .
Duncan went on to say that to
induce cooperation between countries ,
benefits mUst be shown for at least
one side. Negotiations should not end
in a win/lose situation, but be a stable

eet

agreement with benefits to all parties.
The situation in the Gulf lOOk on
an additional meaning when Bowen
explained the reality of how losses
produced during war directly effect
the general public .
"The war as an answer is in no way
econom icall y feasible." stated Bowen.
He said that even with pledges from
other countries, the war will put an
immense strain on the economy.
Saudi-Arabia pledged to pay fifty
percent but has given little so far.
Kuwait gave $2.5 billion and later
added $13 billion to their contribution.
Japan ha,s pledged up to $9 billion
and Germany is indecisive as they
pledge and then withdraw funds.
Bowen predicted that the U.S. public
will have a $50 billion bill from the
war to add to the existing budget
deficit, and that is if the fighting ceases
by the enq of January,
Bowen said that pledges and the
projected length and cost of the war is

increasing and changing daily but the
cost to the public would be the same.
Bowen included in his list of war
costs, the loss of production time of
those fighting, damage to human
capital, hospitalization and therapy
costs, lost and damaged resources and
damage to the environment.
The public welfare and state of
mind is another aspect to consider
when dealing with war according to
Kowalcky, who specializes in domestic affairs . Kowalcky believes the
President sees himself as having support for his actions from many Americans but will at some time have to
move his focus from the "Gulf front to
the home front"
"The President now has a rather
large resource of good wi 11 of which to
draw upon but that will quickly
dwindle," Kowalcky said.
Kowalcky was also worried about
the information the Pentagon is giving or withholding from both the press
and Congress. The government is not

allowing body bags to be shown in the
media and is withhOlding information about the amount of casualties to
try and keep up U.S. moral and support.
No one solution was reached as to
what should definitely be done about
the war at this stage. Most present at
the forum felt that the fighting should
stop and negotiations should begin.
Many students were supportive of
our troops in the Gulf and felt it was
important to stay abreast of the situation. One general feelingofthe panelists and the audience was "bring our
men home soon and bring them home
safely."
Rochester, whose specialty is international affairs, ended the forum
on a light note by quoting Jay Leno's
solution to the war. "That is to have
Gorbechev think that Iraq is a runaway republic and send in a paratrooper and its allover. Obviously
things are more difficult than th~lt,"
Rochester said.

e ress

All UM-St. Louis faculty and staff
are invited to meet the members of
the UM-St. Louis Current
on Monday February 11
in Room #1 in the Blue Metal Building. Refreshments will be served.

